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The objective of this paper is to describe a project on designing and developing a computer-
telephony integration (CTI) system for small medium industries (SMI). This project explores 
a huge research area in CTI technologies. CTI research area such as computer, telephone 
network, standards, distributed multimedia elements, and voice processing are core 
technologies, which are studied and evaluated in order to design a low-cost CTI system for 
SMI. A CTI system was developed using GlobalCall API approach. This system, called IK-
TIKS, aims to support some degree of distributed multimedia applications in the form of CTI 
services for SMIs in the northern region of Malaysia. IK-TIKS, a powerful blend between 
telephones and computers, is a system developed in the hunt for boosting SMIs’ income and 
productivity. With IK-TIKS, business activities can be done at effective cost, which directly 
encourage in boosting a company’s productivity. 
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We are witnessing more and more communication technologies being shaped and 
molded to fulfill human needs, especially for those who are in the business sector whose need 
among others, include communicating worldwide in an effective manner. New technologies 
in communication, which are getting better and interesting everyday, can be used to serve 
these entrepreneurs. One of the communication tools that is known to us is the telephone, 
where it helps businesses being run beyond geographical boundaries. Telecommunication 
services and qualities are being upgraded from time to time. One of the technology services 
that is growing  for most business organizations is the integration of computer and telephone 
which known as computer telephony integration (CTI). 
Utilizing computer software and hardware, CTI offers new telephony system by 
adding new services to the existing telephone system. In an ideal situation, CTI is hoped not 
only to combine both technologies, computer and telephone, but also to produce distributed 
applications throughout the telephone network. Beside sending and receiving information that 
passes through the telephone network, computers can act as facsimile machines; they can 
interact with human speakers through voice synthesis and recognition; and of course they can 
send and receive data in many formats. It is this intersection, with the computer serving as the 
interface point, which makes CTI so intriguing and potentially valuable to the marketplace. 
Thus various business activities (or CTI services) are possible, such as developing an 
electronic contact list, identifying an incoming/outgoing call, logging call or traffic 
automatically, managing fax and fax-on-demand, and even developing text-to-speech ability 
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(Tittel & Rader, 1996). In a nutshell, computer telephony systems can range from simple 
voice mail to multi-media gateways.  
One of the prominent goals of this project is to set sights on creating awareness 
among the small medium industries (SMI) to use new technology such as CTI. It is hope that 
by doing this, it might help the SMIs to increase their productivity by being able to transmit 
and receive relevant information at an effective cost, and at the same time, enhance 
communication among SMIs. We have selected a few SMI in the northern region of Malaysia 
as our research subjects. These SMI are involved in various kinds of industries such as food, 
molding, raw material, hardware manufacturing, and even advanced technology. Since the 
SMIs are the beneficiaries of this system, the CTI services considered in the development of 
the systems prototype, called IK-TIKS (IK-TIKS stands for “Integrasi Komputer-Telefoni 
untuk Industri Kecil dan Sederhana”), are those capable of fulfilling the needs of major 
business activities. IK-TIKS is a CTI system prototype developed at the University Sains 
Malaysia, providing services that are tailored to the needs of the SMI. One SMI, Trident 
Malaysia Sdn. Bhd., a circuit-board manufacturer was adopted as a test-bed in an attempt to 
develop a customised prototype. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces CTI technologies. Section 3 
discusses on suitability of CTI-Technologies to SMI. Section 4 explains the design of IK-
TIKS, a prototype CTI application for SMI. Section 5 concludes. 
 
COMPUTER TELEPHONY INTEGRATION - CTI 
 
In a broad view, CTI can be seen as the technology that helps adding intelligence to the 
telephone services. In the realm of business activities, CTI has two main objectives: customer 
conveniences and company productivities. These objectives can be achieved through six 
broad segments of CTI (Newton & Margulies, 1998) namely messaging, real time 
connection, transactions and information access through telephone, telephone calling 
intelligence, core technology, and core standard. 
From the six segments mentioned above, many types of CTI services can be offered. 
Some of the important CTI services for SMI are: (1) interactive voice response (IVR) 
applications which could also be integrated with fax technology to expand the range of IVR 
applications (Zulikha & Abdullah, 2000b); (2) voice mail which provides the basic ability to 
record, store, and manipulate spoken messages (Schmandt, 1994); (3) audio-to-text 
applications which is used to dispense prerecorded information to callers; (4) fax-on-demand 
which offers the timely delivery of specified information to any fax machine, in response to 
telephone prompts; and (5) call completion services which include outbound call or call 
rerouting. 
Other services available for CTI, among others, are: interactive e-mail response, fax 
broadcast, fax direction, caller and fax logging, enhanced fax services (value-added network 
fax providers), audio conferencing, automatic number identification, voice-view, client server 
telephony, and PC multiple telephony coordination (Tittel & Rader 1996). 
 
COMPUTER TELEPHONY FOR SMI 
 
Based on the survey conducted prior to the project development, we have identified 
seven technologies of CTI that can benefit the SMIs. They are: voice processing, telephone 
network interfaces, facsimile (especially fax-on-demand, FOD), automatic speech recognition 
(ASR), text-to-speech (TTS), and switching. Integrating these technologies enables us to 
develop distributed multimedia applications in the forms of CTI services such as TTS and 
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audio-to-text applications (TTS and audio-to-text are considered multimedia applications 
since they combine two types of different media, discrete and continuous media). 
Voice processing technology is the fundamental technology at the core of most 
computer telephony systems, which encompasses both the processing and the manipulation of 
audio signals (Bates & Gregory, 1996). The tasks performed using this technology for the 
SMI system that we are developing include filtering, analyzing, recording, digitizing, 
compressing, storing, expanding and replaying signals. For example, we use voice processing 
to prompt user to input messages and replaying it to user for confirmation. 
Telephone network interfaces technology enables computer telephony systems to 
communicate electrically with specific telephone networks. Calls arriving from telephone 
networks can be carried on a variety of lines, from analog lines to digital E-1 and primary rate 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) lines (Bezar, 1995). Network interfaces also 
interpret signal coming across the telephone line, provide data buffering and include surge 
protection circuitry. In our implementation we used Dialogic cards to implement this system 
because it provides network interface boards for computers that work with all the popular 
telephone networks around the globe.  
Facsimile (Fax) technology lets user transmits copies of documents (paper and 
electronic) and images over telephone lines to another location. The computer-based fax 
technology can improve productivity by allowing documents to be sent through a broadcast 
fax. In addition, people can retrieve any number of documents on demand that are residing on 
a fax server (this application is known as FOD). For SMI system, the fax technology allow 
user to get information on SMIs’ databases through their fax machine instead of listening 
them through telephone. 
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology or also known as voice recognition 
reliably recognizes certain human speech, such as discrete numbers, short commands, strings 
continuous of numbers (e.g. credit card number). In our implementation, this technology will 
be implemented later in the project. At present, Malay vocabulary is being gathered to form a 
database of recognized words.  
TTS technology generates synthetic speech from text stored in computer files. It 
provides a spoken interface to frequently updated information. It is also economical to 
provide information to customers by using TTS because some of the information would be 
too expensive or impractical to record using voice technology (Bayer, 1997). For SMI, the 
technology is used mostly for recognizing numbers, such as identity card number, customers’ 
unique codes (consists of numbers and alphabet A-Z), and amounts (basically floating point 
numbers) the callers key-in.  
Switching technology handles the routing, transfer and connection of more than two 
parties in a call. When incorporated into PC-based Computer Telephony systems, it could 
simulate the private automatic branch exchange (PABX) behavior (Margulies, 1997). Most 
SMI in the northern region of Malaysia still could not afford PABX system. Thus, those SMI 
benefits from switching technology. 
 
CTI PROTOTYPE FOR SMI, IK-TIKS 
 
SMI has been identified as a potential sector that can make use of CTI technologies 
brilliantly, in course of boosting their marketing power and increasing their professional 
image (Robins, 1998). The design of our CTI implementation for SMI, i.e. IK-TIKS, 
concentrates on the approach of combining a few different technologies using a new 
programming approach called GlobalCall Application Programming Interface (GCAPI). It is 
hoped that the approach would resulted in a cheaper and simpler solution in designing and 
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developing future CTI systems for SMIs that could enhance their professional images and 
increase their customers’ satisfactions. Figure 1 shows the system’s context illustrating that 











Figure 1: Context diagram of IK-TIKS. 
 
We aim at producing a usable system which is relatively low in cost, simple to 
develop, and easy to maintain. At the same time emphasize on better user interface is given. 
The user interface for callers is in the form of telephone-based, and for the system’s 
maintainer is in the form of graphical user interface or GUI. The user interface design 
guidelines are adopted from the research result carried out by Zulikha & Abdullah (2000a) 
and there is no further effort taken to reevaluate the user interface. 
Basic capabilities of IK-TIKS can be divided into 6 categories, in particular: 
1.  Call establishment and disconnection (includes receiving calls, predictive dialing, 
screening calls, and terminating a call); 
2. Call routing (includes transferring calls via caller input, transferring calls 
automatically, and supervising a transfer); 
3.  Providing information (includes defining service menu, playing information to 
callers, accepting typing ahead input, and sending faxes); 
4.  Receiving information (includes recording and storing information from callers, 
detecting and registering digits dialed by callers); 
5.  Security checking (includes encryption of passwords, validating and verifying 
callers authentication); 
6. Data manipulation (includes allowing access to host databases, performing 
payment transactions with third party organizations, updating all the related 
databases). 
The block diagram in figure 2 shows the relationship of the above-mentioned 




The prototype system is being developed using GCAPI. GCAPI is an interface 
protocol that provides a uniform call control interface for developing applications for 
multiple network interface technologies for variety of protocols and for various operating 
systems. It has been introduced for use in applications running on digital line since 1998. 
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This is the first attempt of using GCAPI for application using analog lines, i.e. normal public 












































































Figure 2: Basic capabilities of  IK-TIKS. 
  
Effort to develop IK-TIKS using GCAPI approach implemented on analog lines is the 
first to be attempted in the country. One major advantage of using GCAPI is that the 
application that we develop only need to use the GC library and does not need to use other 
lower level libraries (ANAPI, ICAPI, ISDN) directly. As a result, the program is easier to 
code and the runing time is relatively faster because the GCAPI communicate with the call 
control libraries in a standard predefined methods. GCAPI also communicate with other 
dialogic libraries, but this does not restrict the developer to access those libraries. It is flexible 
enough that it allows the developer to access those libraries directly. Thus, theoretically, 
GCAPI is a promising methodology for us to reach our aim at producing a CTI system which 
is low in cost, simple to develop, and easy to maintain. 
Our attempt to run multithreaded application, such as IK-TIKS, on analog lines using 
GCAPI produced anticipated result without any event’s conflicts. However, further tests and 
evaluations are yet to be carried out in order to assert that GCAPI is fully appropriate and 
provide adequate support for applications running on analog lines. 
Call control libraries currently supported by GCAPI are ANAPI (the call control 
library controlling access to analog network interfaces using loop start signaling), ICAPI (the 
call control library controlling access to network interfaces using T1 or E1 lines), and ISDN 
(the call control library controlling network interfaces connected to an ISDN network). All 
the libraries are configured call control libraries. GCAPI library uses those call control 
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Figure 3: GlobalCall architecture 
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IK-TIKS designed is call oriented, i.e. each call is initiated by the application/thread, 
the network is assigned a call reference number (CRN) for control and tracking purposes. 
Call establishment state diagram using GCAPI as designed for IK-TIKS is illustrated in 
Figure 4. All calls (inbound/outbound) starts from the null state where no call is assigned to 
the system (time slot/line). For inbound calls, ‘Offered’ state indicates a call is received and 
an inbound call from the network is offered to the application/thread. ‘Accepted’ state 
indicates acknowledgement, such as ringing, ring back, etc, to the calling party, that an 
inbound call is received but not yet connected to the called party. Call charge begins when a 
connection is established for inbound/outbound call at ‘connected’ state. As for outbound 
calls, ‘Dialing’ state indicates call establishment is in progress and dialing information was 
sent to and acknowledged by the network ‘Alerting’ state shows that the destination was 
reached and the thread is waiting for the destination party to answer the call. ‘Disconnected’ 
state involve issuing commands so the network disconnects a call. Subsequenty the thread 
drop the call and releases the CRN and other resources used for the call. 
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Figure 4: Call establishment state diagram for IK-TIKS. 
 
Hardware and Software Requirements 
 
For the development, hardware required are: (1) a unit of telephone interface board, 
specifically the Dialogic VFX/40ESC+ (an international standard SCSA 4-PORT voice/ FAX 
BOARD With caller ID) board with the capability to support up to four incoming calls 
simultaneously. This card comes with additional DSP RAM for expanded voice processing 
capability; (2) a unit of internal interface board, i.e. MSI/SC series board (Modular Station 
Interface Boards For The SCbus) that could connect up to 24 analog telephone lines directly 
to IK-TIKS to create low-end, PC-based telemarketing systems. This board is used to expand 
the capabilities of switching and station interface applications and to design economical cost-
effective application; (3) a unit of computer, running Windows NT; (4) a unit of extensions 
port board, and (5) at least two units of telephone connected to trunk line. As for the software, 
visual C++ with support from proprietary dialogic library were used to program the services 




CTI technology has become one of the popular services in our telecommunication 
system today. Although current CTI only manage to offer basic telephony services, the ability 
to extend those services are possible with the availability of new technology and on going 
research towards intelligent CTI. In this project we are utilizing CTI to benefit the SMI in 
Malaysia. This project set sights on creating awareness among the SMI to use new 
technology which may well help them increasing their productivity by being able to transmit 
and receive relevant information at an effective cost, and at the same time, enhance 
communication between SMI. The design of our CTI implementation for SMI, called IK-
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TIKS, concentrates on the approach of combining a few different technologies. In so doing, 
GCAPI is used in designing and developing the system. The attempt of using such method is 
due to the success of GCAPI in the developments of CTI applications running on digital 
lines.  However, since the design is still at the early stage and the implementation only done 
on smaller modules for IK-TIKS, it is too early to guarantee that this method is fully 
appropriate and provide adequate support for applications running on analog lines. 
Theoretically, GCAPI would enable us to reach our aim at producing a system which is low 
in cost, simple to develop, and easy to maintain. Although current IK-TIKS only manage to 
offer basic telephony services, the ability to extend those services is possible with the 
availability of new technology and our on going research towards CTI and speech 
recognition. We believe that IK-TIKS as a system that provides a promising communication 
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